[Scanning microscopy study of the corneal epithelium. Relation of various aspects to the lacrimal film].
Cells of the superficial layer of the corneal epithelium demonstrate differences in luminosity on scanning electron microscopy which has led to their classification as clear, intermediate or dark cells, differences attributed to varying amounts of surface microvillosities. Evidence is provided confirming that differences between cells is not due to artefacts during preparation or observation of specimens. On the other hand, this technique cannot demonstrate whether different evolutory stages of the same cell are involved. Scanning microscopy cannot confirm a single evolutory epithelial cell are involved. Scanning microscopy cannot confirm a single evolutory epithelial cell cycle from the position of the cell in relation to adjacent desquamating cells, or the study of the cell nuclei. Nor can a satisfactory response to the problem be supplied by studying mucosubstances deposited by the lacrimal film on the surface of the epithelium, either by optical microscopy or after scanning electron microscopy with or without washing with acetylcysteine. The presence of superficial epithelial cells of different appearances on scanning microscopy must be due to variations in the amount of glycocalix, the mucus film adsorbed onto the cell surface.